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Everything Changes…
Some two and a half millennia ago lived a Greek philosopher
called Heraclitus. Born in Ephesus, not much liked during his lifetime, and his one book seemingly lost in the mists of time, he didn’t
exactly set the philosophical world on fire. He did, however, leave
the world a useful quote for our time, namely “The only thing that is
constant is change.”
And wow, have we seen change in these past twelve months?
Many of us have moved our shopping habits online (the Office for
National Statistics report a 46.1% growth in overall internet sales
during 2020, with food stores alone
reporting a 79.3% increase), and
classrooms have largely had to
move to within the home to share
the space with offices, cinemas, and
gyms. We have changed the way we
communicate and compete; who
would have thought 12 months ago
that we would be using something
called Zoom for everything from
church services to quiz nights? We
have had to embrace change at an
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alarming rate.
Of course, this is nothing new. Even in the past few years we have
had to adjust to new information and new ways of living. The 2016
EU Referendum result has changed the way we relate to our near
neighbours in Europe, let alone our families who voted differently
to us. So too with the response to David Attenborough and Greta
Thunberg; say what you like about them, they have certainly seen
change happen that will hopefully result in a greener, healthier future.
Even during the pandemic, we have seen change happen; in the
United States there has been a change in the Presidency that has
dramatically changed the way that our American cousins are
viewed across the globe. We have seen attitudes towards race
change as the BLM movement has challenged institutions and
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mindsets. We still have a long way to go, but the positive changes
that have been seen so far point us towards a more compassionate future.
Change, as has been ably demonstrated, can produce both positive and negative reactions. For example, your average keyworker
is probably quite pleased that there has been a change in the way
that their roles are being viewed in the light of the pandemic. At
last, they are starting the get the recognition (if not the pay) that
they deserve for their service to others.
On the flip side, however, the celebrities who have been dominating the headlines for so long have largely been marginalised as
theatres have closed and tours
been cancelled. Though we might
like to think that they are getting a
slice of humble pie that is long
overdue, we cannot forget that this
may well result in more than just a
loss of prestige; families are struggling across the world as incomes
fall, and even in the glitterball
world of entertainment there is no
natural immunity for poverty.
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There aren’t too many people who like enforced change. At least,
not at first. We like to be in control. When that control is taken
away from us, there can be a natural urge to kick against it. And
quite right too, if that change is detrimental to a person’s wellbeing
or that of the wider community.
However, there is also a chance to reflect on the change and our
adaptability in responding to what we are left to control. For example, we may not be holding services in our church buildings, but
that doesn’t mean that we aren’t worshipping God. We have
adapted to a new way of expressing our worship, either by joining
in with the weekly Zoom gathering, or reading the twice-weekly
“Thoughts” and “Musings”, or finding different means of connecting
using TV, radio and internet. Working within the limitations that we
are allowed or have chosen for the sake of the wider community,
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we have found a way…
Eckhart Tolle, whose books have sold in their millions, has this to
offer: “Some changes look negative on the surface, but you will
soon realize that space is being created in your life for something
new to emerge.” Maybe this is a useful way to look at the world as
it is today. Certainly, we’re taking time to consider the answer to
the question “So, what next?” for us as a church within our community.
Of course, for those who are biblically minded, we must consider
how change affected all sorts of people we encounter in God’s
Word. We could pick almost anyone and see that their lives were
taken off into new and interesting directions, and not always at
God’s behest. Certainly, Abraham, Moses, David, any of the prophets, Peter and the disciples, Paul, all those healed by Jesus, etc,
would say that their lives were changed irrevocably and for the better by God’s intervention. Challenging, yes, but better, also yes.
And then there are others, like Adam and Eve, Joseph, Job, Judas
and the like, for whom change turned their lives in very different
directions. Expulsion, imprisonment, death of loved ones and suicide were the net results of their life courses being altered, either
by their own choices or decisions made by others. I’m sure that
none of them, even Joseph, ever dreamed that life would have
worked out like that, even if, like Joseph, the end of the story
turned out OK.
None of the people in these examples, like us, were passive. Every
one of them did something in the midst of the changes they experienced. Let’s take two examples from the Bible to illustrate a key
question regarding our response to the changes that we’re seeing
around us.

Joseph, hero of the Old Testament and the West End, was on
course to usurp his older brothers and claim all the hereditary benefits as his father’s favoured son. The gift of the special robe of office was the final straw – an abrupt change of fortunes befell Joseph and the brothers thought that they were finally rid of him.
What Joseph did with this enforced change was to make the best
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of it and, despite further setbacks, accusations, and imprisonment,
rose to the very top of Egyptian government. Changes in the
weather brought his family on their knees into his presence, completing what many would see as the redemption of the unjust and
wicked act that had started the whole sorry affair.
Likewise, Paul has one of the biggest changes of heart and purpose when he encounters the risen Jesus on the road to Damascus. Having started his journey as the powerful destroyer of this
fledgling sect of followers of their so-called Messiah, he completed
it by being led sightlessly into one of these perceived enemies to
be healed. From Jesus’ worst opponent, Paul became his greatest
advocate, an evangelist and teacher whose words still form so
much of our theology and practice today.
It could be said that the most important change that affected both
Joseph and Paul in these instances was to their priorities. For Joseph, a life of leisure where he had to do no work nor take any responsibility beyond telling his brothers about his dreams became
one of toil and decision-making. You could say that his priority
changed to one of self-preservation, or to look after the greater
good of a nation and its neighbours. Whichever it was, it was certainly not what would have got him out of bed on his father’s farm in
Canaan. Likewise for Paul, his priorities took a total reversal; instead of trying to stamp out the gospel of Jesus Christ he wanted it
to grow and spread.
So for us, the question isn’t about
whether we are willing to accept
the changes that COVID-19 have
forced upon us or not. Rather, it is
whether our priorities have
changed because of this. And this
is a question that is relevant for all
of us to consider; for ourselves,
our families, our church…
Blessings,
Paul
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Recognition of Blessings
Rita and I came up with the idea of asking people to write
about ways in which they have felt blessed in the last strange
and difficult year — Janet.
Mary and David West (our previous Rev) who still receive the
Fellowship Matters were very happy to share with us. We are
very grateful and send them our love and thanks
We have discovered on talking with folk that our Covid story has
been repeated over and over in so many lives around the country.
So nothing amazing – other than the hand of God!
In late March 2020 we decided we needed a change of walls and
so took ourselves off to Weston-Super-Mare (only 30 miles away)
for a few days in a holiday bungalow. We had heard about Covid
on the news but were totally unprepared for the panic that was
about to take over the country. We had not truly appreciated the
seriousness of the situation. On our first evening away we went to
buy standard groceries and found all the shelves empty! After two
days we decided the most sensible course of action was to go
home. Then came lockdown.
Living in Somerset we have no big cities as neighbours and so our
situation was not as bad as those living in a large metropolis, for
which we were grateful. The local farm shop (within walking distance) kept us going with fresh fruit, veg and meat. The local shop
directly opposite our house had a daily delivery of bread and milk.
Tesco and Asda deliveries were part of our weekly life. Walking
the dog in the local park just 50 yards from the house and seeing
others taking daily exercise gave us a focus. We met folk from our
area doing the same and had distanced conversations.
Like the rest of the country we missed church, meeting friends for
meals, seeing family, and days volunteering at the railway. We
learnt how to Zoom and WhatsApp video. (Steep learning curves!)
We discovered the enjoyment of each other’s company again. We
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gardened together, cooked together (cakes and curries) and painted the garden fence. We made ourselves take proper coffee and
enjoyed tea times. Morning coffee was taken under the pergola
over by the garden shed and afternoon tea was taken on the patio.
Jigsaws, sport on TV, model railwaying, and painting pots all became very important to us.
When we were told “no church” this was a huge struggle for us.
Having spent all our lives since childhood attending church every
Sunday this was like a bereavement. We heard about Radio 4’s
8.10a.m. service every Sunday morning and so gave it a try, almost reluctantly. My goodness did the Lord have a surprise for us.
Every Sunday we are nourished by words of wisdom, encouragement, testimonies and teaching from a source so unexpected. So
many different traditions take a turn. The ones we were ready to
write off have often been the ones to bless us the most. Our Heavenly Father really has provided for us and taught us so much and
broadened our horizons greatly without us taking a step outside
our own home. (We continued to listen to this even when we were
allowed back to church).
Our Vicar started doing morning and evening prayers every day on
Facebook and to lighten her load she asked David to do some.
Again, very interesting recording it on Mary’s little phone and forwarding it for publishing on Facebook!! The Lord has perhaps
thrown a challenge out to us churches through this: think outside
the box. We noticed that instead of the normal 40 we would get in
a congregation, at times over 200 have tuned into Debbi’s online
service – from all around the world. That needs looking at!!!!
As time went on and restrictions were lifted slightly our garden became our dining room restaurant. Groups of two folk at a time
joined us for a meal al fresco. What blessings to meet folk again.

Then freedom. A beautiful week on Portland – a real blessing.
Then horror of horrors – another lockdown. This time we did not
cope so well. Eventually (not having had any medical input for
nearly a year) David’s diabetes and Parkinson’s both went haywire,
the same week David’s bank card was cloned and used, the dog
was poorly, the television went wrong and the heating broke. A
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huge black cloud hung over 306 Cheddon Road. Of course that
was also the week David was due to preach at our morning service. We were at our lowest point when David remembered the
text he was going to preach on Psalm126 v 4 ‘Restore us again
Lord as streams refresh the dry south’ The cloud lifted immediately! The message was actually for the two of us. Boy, we needed it.
So here we are again in another lockdown. Christmas wasn’t as we
thought it would be. Nor New Year. No family. No friends. This
time Somerset has been hit harder. Friends and family have Covid.
No sunny garden to sit in. Boiler is still cutting in and out. Health
still the same. Fear is almost tangible. BUT God is still by our side.
If He provided for us throughout the whole of our lives why should
we doubt now. He is there and will hold our hands through whatever comes – we know we can believe this because we have
proved it so many times. Lord forgive our unbelief and doubting
and forgetfulness. Keep our eyes on you.
(We have been greatly encouraged throughout the last 10
months by Romans 8 vs 35-39 and are convinced, with Paul,
that nothing shall separate us from the love of God.)
Mary and David West
*************************************************************************
A quotation from Amanda Gorman’s poem
at Joe Biden‘s Inauguration -

That even as we grieved, we grew.
That even as we hurt, we hoped.
That even as we tired, we tried.”
We pray that we may be blessed and know that we have been.
And that we may be instrumental in helping others to find the
blessings in their lives.
JS
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Continuing while Government restrictions allow
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Some memories of our dear Pat Regan
By Pat’s loving friend Elsa Day

Pat and John arrived about 6 months after we did at Clare Baptist
Church. We soon recognised them as people of deep faith.
One of the first things Pat did was to become an Avon Lady. 'That
way I will get to know the neighbours and be able, hopefully, to
share my faith,' and it worked. Pat did more than sell a beauty
product, she shared herself, becoming a real friend to her neighbours.
She cared so much if neighbours had lost a job or had a health
problem and comforted when they mourned. Many folk received
her care in times of need. This heart for others marked her out, as
Pat would go that extra mile for anyone in trouble. She had such
an empathy for others as she involved us all in praying for them.
Pat and John's grandson Daniel was a regular at Church at holiday
times. Their generosity towards him buying clothes and shoes and
taking him out for treats knew no bounds: they loved him as they
did their two 'adopted' daughters.
She loved inviting folk round for a meal and we will not forget the
Church barbecues held in John and Pat's lovely garden. It involved
so much work, but Pat never flapped and all was so well organised.
I can remember sorting out quantities of strawberries and chopping
pineapple etc for fruit salads in her kitchen. Her organisational
skills were great........... yet Pat was not one to push herself forward.
When she was younger, it was her boss who recognised her potential and encouraged her to sit her accountancy exams. She became accredited, working and studying at the same time: this was
not the norm for a young woman in those days. So, when our
Church needed a new Treasurer Pat was the obvious answer, and
indeed she served us so faithfully and well.
Laughter was not far away when Pat was around. I remember the
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'Ladies Away' weekend. Pat was a good driver and she often drove
a carful to such events. On one such journey I was directing Pat up
a driveway to our destination.
'Bear right Pat.’
She hesitated.
“Keep bearing right'. She slowed.
'Just bear right.’ (I could feel an edge creeping into my voice).
Pat just stopped the car and turning to me she said, 'Elsa, I am a
bit confused here. Do I turn right, or do I follow your arm which is
indicating left?'
‘Always follow the arm, Pat.’
‘Fine. Just so long as we are on the same page!’
The rest of the passengers were in stitches as were Pat and I.
I shall not forget her rock cakes and fruit cakes, her specialities,
made for Cafe Church. It was she who faithfully made sure our
wonderful cake makers were asked to a provide great cake selection each time.
Pat was sure to offer to do job if it needed to be done and never
minded what she was asked to do. She was always there and you
could rely on her.
She was a thoughtful and prayerful member of the Outreach group
along with John. Oh how will miss her singing when once more we
get back to Church Services! I shall miss her companionship, her
love for the Lord and her heart which just got bigger, always ready
to encompass yet one more person who would quickly become a
friend.
Thank you Elsa for recapturing the faithfulness and the joyfulness
of Pat for us all.
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Another Article in our series of “Kids of
the Church” who have moved on

This time Ian Webber has generously given his time
to do this for us
Well, it has been a while! A few of you may still remember me from
my time at Clare Baptist I know, but it has been over ten years
since I was a member of the fellowship in Suffolk. For those of you
who do not remember me or know who I am, I am Jane Baillie’s
brother, Sue Webber’s son and Rita and Peter’s son-in-law.
As I sit down to write this piece for your magazine on my laptop, I
must admit that I am just a little bit fed up with looking at a computer screen. It seems as though I have spent a more than usual
amount of time working virtually (not virtually working) and online.
As the New Year dawns, I once again find myself teaching lessons
from home rather than spending time in the classroom. You see I
am a teacher in a North London school and in line with government
requirements all learning has moved online in recent weeks.
This may not be as much of a change for me as some of you may
think. I still meet my tutor group via a live teams meeting at 8.30
every morning for registration. I have live lessons via teams following my normal timetable throughout the day. The students take part
in House competitions during their lunchbreak and we all still meet
for assembly and Chapel as usual (albeit via a computer) at the
end of the day. The only differences are that I can get up a little later, get home earlier and my car sits gathering dust on the drive.
I think that over the past two lockdowns where I have been teaching from home, the rest of my family have had to endure the biggest changes. I am normally told that I have a teacher’s voice,
which I assume means loud, but I am now told that it ratchets up a
level whenever I interact online. So much does my volume increase that the next-door neighbour did inquire whether Logan had
handed in his last piece of homework eventually as I was taking
out the bins one week. The family have also had to make room for
me as I commandeer Lou’s office or, as I am now – working from
Joe’s bedroom.
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I am not sure how you find Zoom church, but I am not sure that I
always appreciate virtual lessons. Whilst I am thankful for technology and the fact that we have been able to continue in some way
over recent weeks. Teaching over the internet provides its challenges: I find I have to plan far more than usual and in greater detail, I then find that students are reluctant to answer questions and
turn their cameras on.

At times it can seem like you are talking to the wall. Checking engagement is so difficult. It is also amazing how many connection
issues students have during the day. Connections that they certainly would not put up with when gaming online with their friends. I
am forever having to check if anyone has dropped out of our calls.
There is also always an excuse for why they are experiencing difficulties. During the first lockdown the following response by a student who had missed my lesson made me smile. “Don’t worry sir, I
watched the recording of the lesson and have copied up the
notes.” He did not really have a response when I got back to him to
ask how he had managed to do so as I had forgotten to actually
record that lesson.
At a recent house group we were reflecting on the fact that in many
ways we have had much to be thankful for over the course of the
last year. Within our group we have not had to worry about our
jobs, our income, housing or health like so many have. So thinking
about how my faith has helped during this time may not be as tangible as I might like to make it. The area that I have been made really aware of during this time however is our need for community
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and our dependence on others, both at work, home and Church. I
have missed family, meeting with church family and have observed
the effect that isolation has had on young people.
As a staff at school we have started a virtual prayer meeting each
week and Zoom has allowed us to keep contact with those we
know from Chesham and our family too, but none of this really is a
patch on physically meeting together. I hope that when restrictions
lift and things become easier that I am able to not take for granted
the opportunity to spend time with others.
It has also reminded me that no matter what we are doing, no matter where we are, no matter whether we feel it or not, we always
are part of a community and that there is nowhere we can go to
escape from the God who promises to never leave us or forsake
us.

I hope that you experience a tangible experience of the presence
of God with you over the coming months and look forward to the
time when I can catch up with you in person in the near future.

Cartoon from cartoonchurch.com
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Christmas 2020
By Vicky Graham

How does Clare Baptist Church celebrate Christmas in the midst of
a global pandemic which restricts the usual events such as Community Carols and Carols by Candlelight, Nativity services and
CribFest/Christmas in a Box–type events? That’s the question
which needed answering….and the good folk of CBC answered
with an almighty cry of “no pandemic can overshadow the light that
Jesus’ birth brings to our world – just you watch and see….!”
We decided that in these dark times, our church building needed to
be turned into a beacon of light and so we set about doing just that.
Steve and Ellie Radford designed, made and painted some amazing silhouettes of Mary, Joseph and Jesus which were placed in
the three upstairs church windows that look out onto the High
Street. Backlit with simple white light, these looked amazing and
certainly drew the eye of anyone walking or driving past.

Elsa and Les Day created a wonderful scene in the church foyer
showing the real gift of Christmas – Jesus Christ. Les used his DIY
skills to great effect, literally building the framework for Elsa to use
her creative skills on. He strung fairy lights around this scene and
around all five windows in the church hall, which lit up the five Nativity scenes that I arranged so that the story of Christmas was obvious to all those walking past. Each scene was chosen to be different from the one before, so that (hopefully) everyone who
looked would find one that appealed to them.
All these scenes were lit from 8am until 11pm each day during December, and it was lovely to see the schoolchildren looking for their
favourite detail in Elsa’s scene or looking at the Nativity scenes on
their way to or from school. Many of these displays would have
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been difficult to do during a ‘normal’ Christmas period when the
church is in use quite a lot, so it was a blessing to have the church
lit up even though it was standing empty much of the time.

We also thought that our community of Clare needed a little bit of
love, so Sarah Sainsbury, Julie Adams and Alban Smith-Adams
spearheaded an ambitious plan to put together 1000 ‘gift packs’
from the church to be delivered to almost all of the houses in Clare.
These contained a Hope at Christmas magazine, a “The Real
Christmas” booklet, a bookmark with a Bible verse on and a Christmas card from the church, all wrapped up in festive ribbon with a
candy cane attached. A small but dedicated group of people hand
delivered these packs around Clare, which led to some doorstep
conversations and people commenting how
nice it was to receive something from the
church.
Sarah also organised an evening of socially
distant carol singing around Clare, with
groups meeting at Highfields, the Heights
and in the town centre to sing carols to all
and sundry. Much fun was had by those who
attended, and some folk came out from their
homes and sang with the carol singers. A
great witness to the people of Clare that the
church building may be closed, but its peo16

ple are still present in the community.
We launched a YouTube channel specifically to broadcast a fourpart retelling of the Christmas Story and The Christmas Poem—all
read by church folk, old and young. Co-ordinated by Vivian
Sargeant and Janet Strellis, with Tom Culpin providing the video
editing expertise, these videos (also available via Facebook) gave
us an online presence using a medium we hadn’t tried before.
It was an unusual Christmas period, that’s for sure. It made us all
‘think outside the box’ and be more creative in how we reached out
into the community….and I daresay that some of these activities
may well be repeated in years to come – after all, the church
should shine the light of Jesus’ birth into our world every year, not
just in a pandemic!
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Here are more Unexpected Blessings
Thank you Sue Webber for “Reconnection”
The unexpected bonus for me during lockdowns can be summarised in one word - Reconnection.
Although brought up on a farm and enjoying nature as a child, I
have, like many others, grown further away from the wonders of
nature over the years. The changing seasons, with something new
to see each passing week. Animals, birds, flowers and berries, the
crops from the first small shoots through to harvest. Taking time to
stop and enjoy all these once again has been an unexpected joy.
As well as this, there has been the bonus of reconnecting with family members over Zoom get togethers, many, who I would otherwise see very rarely, including a niece in the US and others spread
around the UK.

Meeting up with people on my daily walks and stopping to chat, to
some I have not spoken to for several years. Also reaffirming
friendships, becoming closer, and appreciating the love and support this brings to my life.
All real positives, in what has otherwise been a very difficult time
for us all.
Sue Webber
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We thank Nena Harding for this contribution
Like many others, I am struggling with almost 10 months of isolation. It takes a huge joint effort from God and me to try to keep positive and not feel overwhelmed by loneliness, and one way that I
have been practising for around 20 years is to keep a Thank You
journal, where I can write about my thanks for something on most
days. Who knows, I may even have initiated the term “Attitude of
Gratitude” way back when I was involved in the Samaritans' Purse
shoebox campaign!
However, last week I was knocked sideways when something happened which left me reeling and very angry, certainly not thinking
positive or Christian thoughts. Yet in a nano-second, before I had a
chance to develop that anger, an arrow of scripture suddenly arrived in my brain – a whole verse. I might have heard God speak in
the past, but not normally in a scripture.
I was so stunned that the Holy Spirit was near enough to know I
needed help at that moment (without my even asking). I got out all
my various Bible translations, and I would like to share the one that
helped me most, in case it might be helpful to someone else who is
struggling with negatives:
Philippians 4 v 8,9
“You'll do best by filling your minds and meditating on things true,
noble, reputable, authentic, compelling, precious – the best not the
worst; the beautiful not the ugly; things to praise not things to
curse. Put into practice what you learned from me …..... (the Message) …. and the God of Peace will be with you (NIV)
Nena Harding

We welcome more contributions for the next edition
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